






Yora has integrated everything you need to start and continue playing. It’s this one buddy who’s 
always by your side, who hands you everything the second you need it, who never forgets his dice 

and who calculates in an instant.
 

This one buddy who just wants you to tell a story …
… because Role-Playing Games shouldn’t be called Role-Playing Science.





With Yora you manage extensive lists of NPCs and items. 
You equip and activate opponents for combat. Didn’t  

remember the latest check outcomes or any other events? 
No problem, your mailbox takes care of that. That’s how 
you guide a role-playing game - simply as never before.

Are you tired of your friends getting tired? Looking for that 
tiny piece of information on page 24 - or was it 204? With 

Yora you discover fully prepared campaigns and  
stand-alone short adventures. You use integrated maps 

and clean adventure text sections. You keep track of quests 
and send rewards to your players - with only a click.



Create your own unique heroes. Level them up and improve 
their attributes, skills and attacks. Collect weapons, armor 

and items. Your stats are automatically adjusted after  
equipping and combat.

Send weapons, armor, loot, artworks and much more to your 
companions. Oh, and they will receive your check outcomes 
- in an instant. As Game Master you view players’ character 

sheets and regulate their health points and other stats. 



Find out what your hero achieves with ready-made checks 
for attributes, skills or combat. Make your storytelling  

unique with a lot of adjustments – simple and entertaining 
at the same time.

Wherever you and your friends go, just grab your mobile 
devices and get started right there. Yes, even in a tavern … 

Yora is made for explorers who are looking for spontaneous 
adventures - wherever they go.



Are you tired of investing money in things you never tested? 
The Yora App and the first adventure are completely free. 
You just dive in and enjoy your free ride to find out if you 

want to face the challenges of a memorable journey -  
sounds fair?

Do you know this one guy in each group who always forgets 
his stuff when things are about to get real? No more  

excuses, mister. Yora offers an integrated rule system with 
all the necessary features. From now on everything is at 
your fingertips - finally enjoy undistracted role-playing.



20,000+ Website users

2,500+ E-Mail subscribers

1,300 Prototype players



YORA IS FREE FOR EVERYONE
Free-2-Play model with in-app-purchases

MEDIUM-TERM

LEVEL

LONG- TERM

LEVEL

WORK IN PROGRESS - Q3 2019

LEVEL

YORA APP RELEASE
+ ″USER-GENERATED-CONTENT″

PLATFORM
+ FAMOUS SYSTEMS

+ SINGLE-PLAYER MODE

ADVENTURE, SKINS,  
ITEMS, DICE, ... €0.99 - €9.99

SUBSCRIPTION
 €9.99 - €19.99 / MONTH



Portal to your own stories.

With Yora you travel through portals into exciting worlds full of adventures. 

Create characters and become the heroes of your own stories, in which only 

imagination is the limit. With your friends you‘ll explore secret places, solve 

tricky riddles, and fight dark threats. One of you opens the portals and guides 

the other players through your missions. For completed quests you‘ll receive 

epic rewards to upgrade your hero. Maybe one day you‘ll be ready to face 

even the challenges that lie behind the darkest portals …

Everything you need to start playing.

Yora uses a specially developed rule system, adapted for intuitive, digital use. 

Game Masters use integrated maps, clean adventure text sections, simple 

NPC handling and more. Players will be able to create their own hero on the 

go, level them up and improve their attributes, skills and attacks. They can 

even collect weapons, armor, items and send them to their fellow players. 

Dice checks are performed in an instant. No more calculation needed when it 

comes to cinematic showdowns on the battlefield.

Ready for your first adventure? 

The time has come to summon the adventurer in you. Download the app  

for free and enter the portals today!
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